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ABSTRACT
Different ideas of ‘development’ provide different recommendations
for socio-political action. Because of this self-evident fact, an attempt
is made to bring together antagonistic systems of understanding of
‘development’ from an evolutionary perspective in a discursive manner, ultimately to gain greater acceptance for the resulting basic
strategies in different camps. Attitudes that are either optimistic or
critical regarding the chances of ‘development’ (so-called ‘preanalytic visions’) are described on the basis of (i) literature (Section 2) and (ii) data (Section 3) and the resulting recommendations for
action are compared with each other.
As an attempt at mediation between both paradigms, an original
conception inspired by evolutionary thinking is proposed here: based
on the data structures of the author's ‘Global Change Data Base’
(GCDB), a long-term dynamic of global techno-socio-economic development can be assumed which is characterised by a succession of
initially growing and then saturating structural parameters. Particularly in the energy industry and land use, such a sequence of initially
budding, then blossoming and finally maturing development phases
(= ‘blossoming evolution’) seems to be present if the data sets of all
states are analysed in the long term (Section 4). A thinking in transitions (Section 5, 6) thus appears justified, appropriate and helpful.
In this sense, any strategic climate or development policy measure is
based on an already ongoing (rolling) global structural change. In the
light of the concept of ‘blossoming evolution,’ it therefore seems helpful
(as well as easier to implement) to reinforce or mitigate such alreadyoccurring evolutionary dynamics in a suitable way in order to come as
close as possible to the goals of sustainable global development.
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Summing up, this text suggests that any developmental measures
should be placed in a suitable context of evolutionary autopoietic dynamics, which is in any case driving history.
Keywords: socio-economic evolution, development theory, transition,
global change, evolutionary view, blossoming evolution, Global
Change Data Base GCDB.
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to offer a fresh perception on development theories with an additional perspective on evolution. Therefore,
the following text uses the languages of several scientific disciplines.
The desire of the author of this text is to offer concepts of thought
that may seem at the same time both familiar and unfamiliar to persons
with a background in either natural or social sciences. The desired result
is to merge both these sources for scientific paradigms. In this sense, the
language of this article borrows from mathematics, ecology, biology,
pedagogy and technology to ensure that readers encounter partially familiar, even if sometimes unknown, considerations. Intentionally, the
terminology is not disciplinary in the classical sense but uses thought
patterns that are independent from disciplines and stem from systems
analysis, such as the terms evolution, saturation, and structures. Readers are therefore kindly asked to muster the courage and have the willingness to leave their respective conceptual homeland behind.
Be our point of departure scientific or sociological, in this text our
focus will keep wandering from the cabinets of contradictory individual views and theories (in Ancient Greek, theoreia = contemplation)
into a world in which ‘the supposedly different takes place’ (Novy
2008: 2). However, it remains ‘different’ only if the participation in
common consciousness is not perceived (see Moser 2017, 2018a,
2018b) and if common understanding is not possible.
This article takes an analysis of long-term global trends as a case
study for a discussion on economic growth, energy consumption and
the term ‘development’ per se. The outcome of the study will be that
global evolution responds to challenges such as climate change
through building up structures.
The reasoning of the importance of energy and land use for the
discussion on Global Change is given in Fig. 1. The main thread of
action from the economy to CO2 emissions to climate change is the
central theme of all considerations and is also in line with the DPSIR
(driver-pressure-state-impact-response) model of the European Environment Agency EEA (2005: 357ff). The global system response to
climate change – that is, the feedback – takes the path of structure
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formation and structural change, as a look at globally emerging institutions such as the IPCC and UNFCCC confirms. The topic ‘climate
change’ is the cause and crystallization of new global structure formation in the sense of the evolving ‘noosphere’ invented by both
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (1969: 193f) and Vladimir Vernadsky
(1986 [1926]).

Fig. 1. The setting of this contribution along the main causal chain
in the impact pattern ‘climate change,’ the ‘red thread.’
Social structures are divided into the ‘complementary hemispheres’
administration / government and universities / research (insert below
left). The energy industry is the main cause of CO2 emissions,
which in turn causes climate change

The fusion of different disciplines is the focus of Globalistics and
Global Studies which is a synergistic academic discipline, as inter alia
highly promoted by several groups of Russian authors (Bondarenko
et al. 2002; Bondarenko 2007: 193; 2009: 50; 2011: 122–123), contemplating and analysing history's evolutionary dynamics while jointly
viewing mental, social, and political levels. Interestingly, that thread
of research results in a ‘final result’ that is identical to the result of
research presented here: ‘the most important of these insights concerns the nature of the emerging worldview’ (Baskin and Bondarenko
2018: 1); thus, emphasising the creative power of views and consciousness as such (Capra 2010; Lipton 2015; Ahamer 2019). All
these approaches suggest a ‘non-linear, “processual” model of the
emerging world’ (Baskin and Bondarenko 2018: 1; Whitehead 1979)
at the expense of static, linear history that can no more be explained
by power relations alone, but by co-evolutionary dynamics. For these
authors, ‘Complexity theory studies the patterns that emerge as phenomena evolve in a processual world’ (Ibid.).
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As a point of start for this article's practical reasoning, the common thread in Fig. 1 accordingly runs through interdisciplinary areas
from institutional (far left) to economic (left), science (centre) and
living space issues (right) such as global change. The ultimate conclusion of the interdisciplinary work in this article will be the encouragement to ‘dialogue and discourse as a fundamental method.’ Discourse here is a methodical attitude (Ahamer 2013a, 2013b), among
other reasons based on analyses of previous intercultural work of the
author (Ahamer and Kumpfmüller 2013; Ahamer and Jekel 2010;
Ahamer and Schrei 2006). Knowledge only comes when all perspectives are made use of. This is the fundamental meaning of the term
‘meta-geography’ coined in the recent book ‘Mapping Global Dynamics’ (Ahamer 2019).
It is not the intent of this text to present another, separate, ‘correct’
world view, but the goal is to present a conceptual vessel for different
and often contradictory worldviews that allows the integration of concepts that are contradictory at first glance. The point is to see that in the
evolution of structures and different worldviews, it is possible and even
principally true that formerly antagonistic theories are merging.
The ultimate question is: ‘How do structures come into being?’,
even if ‘structures’ is a term outside of the traditional classical
worldview of natural science. In our globalisation context, the arising
practical question will be: how can global institutions grow and be
promoted in such a way that they meet our socially sustainable developmental ideals?
This fits a symbolic analogy for the essence of ‘development’ in
the field of education:
1. Encourage, hence strengthen internal motivation
2. Demand, hence strengthen external motivation.
Since the Swiss pedagogue Pestalozzi, pedagogy has kept talking
about ‘children gardeners.’ Like a mediator between two contrary
world views, the term ‘gardener’ has the meaning of a careful, naturefriendly and beneficial intervention. Similarly, we could speak of
‘school gardeners.’ Why not speak on a global level of ‘world gardeners’? This would be the role of the human being which will justify all
the diverse developmental ideas presented in this text.
2. DEVELOPMENT: CONVERGENCE OR DIVERGENCE?
2.1 A Traditional Literature Search
The present analysis starts with a scan of the flagships of classical
international economic growth literature. At the centre is the hardcore
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term ‘development’, as this concept is a central driver of global
change.
If development is intended to be a worthwhile goal, then it should
not counteract other goals such as global justice. Therefore, the actual
and real convergence of development (which is a key tenet of neoclassical development economics) – that means, reaching a similar GDP
per capita (gross domestic product per capita) across all nations
worldwide merely by normal economic evolution – is a litmus test of
the human legitimacy of the policy objective ‘material development’.
What actually is development? What do we mean and intend by
development? This corresponds with the question ‘What is our goal?’
‘Development’ is one of the central themes of this journal as well as
the topic of a branch of economics with extensive literature, namely the
so-called growth literature. This compound of scientific literature usually asks ‘How do we get there the fastest?’ (namely, to purely economic development, which is seen here in a positive way) and therefore the factors influencing development are analysed, which represents the obvious and clearly desired goal in such paradigm.
At the same time, our topic ‘Development Theories’ also asks the
questions: ‘Where do we want to go?’ and ‘How do we get there?’
While reading this article and based on our backgrounds as critical
citizens, we might not be so sure whether we should really want ‘development’ in the usual classic sense – but let us still look at the object
of our hesitancy through old-fashioned glasses. It could sharpen and
cultivate our will, and that is what we strive for.
A literature search was undertaken in the most prestigious economic literature, namely in the world's highest ranked economics journals.
These have been ranked in economics by the impact factor – quoted in
brackets – according to Clarivate (earlier named ISI Thompson, 2005),
and selected by nine out of 14 journals as the most technically appropriate: Journal of Economic Literature (5.2), Quarterly Journal of Economics (4.8), NBER Macroeconomic Annals (3.2), Journal of Economic
Perspectives (2.7), Economic Policy (2.3), Journal of Political Economy
(2.2), American Economic Review (1.9), Economy and Society (1.7) and
additionally Ecological Economics. In this process, about 100 relevant
journal articles were identified, which are listed in Annex 1 with their
key thoughts and reproduced here with the gist of their message.
The findings on how to increase growth include expanding international trade (Acemoglu and Ventura 2002; Estevadeordal et al. 2003)
and deepening international integration (Devereux and Lapham 1994)
on investment in human capital (Barro 1991, 2001; Mankiw et al.
1992), in research and development (Grossman and Helpman 1994)
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and in technology (Romer 1990; Basu and Weil 1998), to the construction of financial systems (King and Levine 1993), a more even income
distribution (Alesina and Rodrik 1994) and the promotion of institutions
and democracy (Przeworsky and Limongi 1993; Mauro 1995).
Ayres (1996) asks the basic question ‘Is growth ever needed?’ and
an evolutionary approach is taken by Rammel and Bergh (2003). The
basic and eternal question: ‘Is there convergence or divergence?’, is
eventually tackled by Hedenus and Azar (2005), Pritchett (1997) and
Jones (1997) – and, as expected, they all come to different conclusions. Often, in the search for answers, only mathematical models are
studied instead of verifiable reality. Thus, for many aspects quantitative descriptions are attempted, yet most of the time an impression of
incomplete conceptions remains: only one or very few sub-mechanisms
of the entire topic are perceived more or less successfully.
This article suggests twofold criticism of the approaches outlined
in the above-mentioned articles:
(1) Taking theory as a starting point: A part of the studies is based
on formula building, that is on the assumption that (a) the complex
global reality can be sufficiently represented by the parameters contained in a model, and (b) that the logical linkage between the parameters – mostly represented by mathematical equations – sufficiently
matches the real and observable relationships.
(2) Taking reality as a starting point: another part of the studies
derives its facticity from a statistical analysis (correlation) of data obtained from reality; however, only the contributions of these proxy
variables (= approximate descriptors, such as ‘school attendance in %’
for the ‘educational level’) describe reality, leaving other components
of reality undescribed.
In terms of ideas, ‘input’ into a ‘black box’ (i.e., a model with an
unknown inner life, in this case a system of equations with an imaginary chain of cause and effect) generates ‘output’. In this case, if more
‘output’ is desired, more ‘input’ must be given, similar to a chemical
reaction. The plant is ‘pulled’ out of the soil and it does not develop
independently on its own. It is ‘classical developmental mechanics’ –
a physical analogue would be ‘classical mechanics’. The latter is understood by physicists as a theory that provides sufficiently accurate descriptions for 90 per cent of everyday applications, but not for all topics. According to this ‘classical concept of truth’, these cited studies
often aim at ‘being right’ on a factual level – which is understandable
ultimately because an opposing worldview would result in a fundamentally different practical (economic and developmental) policy.
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But the ‘classical view’ tends to forget about other factors of production (economically speaking) beyond the classical factors. The
attempt to distil these other production factors for (economic) development from statistical correlates is partly successful but also in danger of failure, because the position within the self-controlled growth
phase of an economy is not taken into account; that means it is assumed that all ‘laws of nature’ apply independently of place and time
and equally for all growth periods of an economy.
This hypothesised invariance of truth through space and time, without their validity being affected, is one of the cornerstones of mathematical Cartesian science, whose formulaic laws have often been too quickly adopted as a paradigm for the social sciences. Such a purely ‘Cartesian’ view would translate into the practice of the educational sphere of
life as follows (to give an example in order to highlight its inappropriateness): babies or children need the same type of support as adults.
Obviously, however, facts and growth factors depend on the phase of
life; similar to the organic growth of plants, which first form soft
shoots and then wooden supporting structures. Such a (radically different), non-static view, in which the validity of so-called ‘truths’ and
‘laws’ depends on a (growth) phase, is allowed only within the view
of ‘blossoming evolution’ (Section 3.2).
2.2 Another View on ‘Development’
Overall, the incentive to adopt an antithesis to the Cartesian (Descartes 1997 [1632]) mechanistic understanding of growth and to be
able to make a different diagnosis lies to a great extent in the decision
of the viewers themselves on a selected viewing method – that is in
the choice of the lens by the viewer – maybe one of the last remaining
truly sovereign choices of a human.
But how can we find an opposing position to a classical-mechanistic concept of development and then justify it? We need to shift the
emphasis towards the self-directed, autonomous production of own
developmental achievements in the area concerned. Paradigms that are
critical to a classical notion of development could lead there, as embodied by existing heterodox institutions.
2.3 The Practical Need to Wear Multiple Glasses Simultaneously
There is a need for dialogue between the antagonistic perspectives of
development (namely one of them being optimistic regarding development, compared here with a merely mechanistic understanding, and
another being critical regarding development) because quite obviously
a different view (in Greek: theory) leads to different practical recom-
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mendations for action (in Greek: praxis). Different institutional networks tend to have different pre-defined understandings, different
‘pre-cognitive visions’, to use Schumpeter's vocabulary. So, ‘development’
1. from an optimistic perspective occurs instead through targeted
intervention from outside, through external control,
2. from a critical perspective, on the other hand, by internal selfregulation.
As a synthesis of these two main developmental approaches (optimistic and critical), a basic attitude of ‘discourse and dialogue’ is
suggested here that mediates between narrow perspectives and resides
on an evolutionary approach – always permitting a next step of more
thorough understanding. Quite practically relevant, this means the
strengthening of a discursive Civil Society and a (hopefully irreversible) ‘applied structure formation’ in the sense of the proposed evolutionary world view.
3. DEVELOPMENT AS A ‘BLOSSOMING EVOLUTION’
3.1 Findings of the Global Change Data Base (GCDB)
An extensive global data analysis of land use, economic and energy
data (Ahamer 1994, 2013c, 2014a, b, 2018; Ahamer and Mayer 2013,
2014) has provided some quantitative evidence based on three decades
of data that some non-linear developments cannot be predicted by a
black-box input-output-oriented model:
(a) The growth rate of the population is decreasing in most countries and seems to be doing so in a regular way (‘population transition’);
(b) Forest clearing operations in the industrialized countries likewise only just reached a maximum half a millennium ago (which, on the
one hand, easily vanishes from memory and, on the other hand, occurred over a more protracted period of time). This puts the current
thematic concentration of ‘deforestation’ in the so-called ‘Third World’
in a completely different light, namely as a ‘usual’ event in the course of
the expansion of settlement areas over the course of civilizational history, and shows the current increase in forest area in Europe as an extension of this trend (in analogy called ‘deforestation transition’);
(c) A country-by-country analysis of the chain of effects ‘Population – Food Demand – Food Production’ shows that the individual
subsections of this chain show sigmoidal patterns (i.e., slow increase –
strong rise – saturation phase), in successive order (Ahamer 2001);
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(d) The relative importance of specific economic sectors within
the total GDP of an economy seems to increase and decrease in a regular manner depending on the level of GDP per capita; and
(e) The per capita energy demand (see Appendix 2) and the market shares of energy carriers in the global energy economy seem to
rise and fall in regular movements (Marchetti and Nakićenović 1979;
Nakićenović 1997), in an analogy called ‘energy carrier transition.’
The preceding examples already suggest that different perspectives could be adopted over the course of organic evolutionary developments. For the purposes of Section 1, the basic methodology and
intent of this paper is the ‘Dialogue between two fundamentally different world views’ – this, incidentally, is the title of the main work of
Galileo Galilei (1982 [1632]), who did contribute to a more emancipated knowledge of the universe. His famous saying ‘Eppur si muove’
(in old Italian: ‘and yet it moves,’ namely the planet Earth around the
Sun) is read here as: ‘And yet evolution is progressing.’
3.2 The Development Concept of ‘Blossoming Evolution’
Blossoming evolution is an evolutive process in which individual parameters produce a certain dynamic in a sequential manner, namely
growth first and then entry into saturation.
An example of land use: The graphical presentation and analysis
of GCDB agricultural data (see Ahamer 2019: 73-76) suggests that
groups of states are passing through an imaginary path of low to high
GDP/capita.
3. Data initially show an increase in the population growth rate
(d/dt [Pop], which eventually remains constant and even decreases
(the well-known population transition)
4. then, starting from low starting values, an increase in the percapita grain quantity for nutrition (d/dt [cereals food / cap]) takes
place, which then also remains constant (saturation effect in the literal
sense)
5. then data show a change in the nutritional structure towards
higher meat content (d/dt [meat food / cereals food]), which is decreasing in the richest countries
6. then the rate of increase in the distribution of cereals for other
uses (d/dt [cereals supply / cereals food]) stabilizes again
7. then the growth rates in trading volumes increase (d/dt [cereals
production / cereals supply])
8. finally, agricultural area efficiency (d/dt [cereals area harvested
/ cereals production]) improves (Ahamer 2019: ch. 7).
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It seems, therefore, that in the course of an – as always quantifiable – development, at least different sub-areas (here: population –
amount of food – food composition – food use – trade in food – production of food) of a total topic (here: ‘global food demand and supply’) are experienced successively. Each sub-range exhibits first low,
then high, and finally again lower rates of increase. Mathematically
and graphically, such a waveform described in words is identical to
the so-called sigma curve; that is an initial increase with subsequent
saturation. The sigma curve (named according to the Ancient Greek
letter ς, which is the sigma letter variant used at word ends, in contrast
to σ within a word) symbolises the paradigm of ‘limited growth’ and
can therefore be regarded as a logo for life processes par excellence.
The curve increase in the rising phase is proportional to the ‘already
existing’ (A) in the final phase, with the ‘remaining’ (Z) up to an assumed natural limit of the growth process (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Schematic sequence of any variable that moves within
a limited range of values. Insert: successive ‘blossoming’ sequence
in several developing parameters. The directions of optimization as well
as the scope of worldviews change in the course of the phases

3.3 Interpretations of the Blossoming Evolution
The movement through the sigma curve could also be seen in conjunction with an increase in the relevance and subsequent decline of a topic in public perception. This perspective allows a synthesis between
development-optimal attitudes (nourished if no growth limits are felt)
and development-pessimistic attitudes (nourished when growth
boundaries are felt) in the sense of an organic succession of seemingly
contradictory theories.
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A comparison of these thought patterns with biological processes
offers that similarly, a plant first forms the cotyledons (seed leaves),
which are initially important for further growth. Then the stems, which
are soft and green at first (symbolising ‘quantitative’, i.e., length
growth), are created in a thrust, then two leaves on a first floor. Depending on the species, a second thrust of growth begins with the
plant in question, which is completed again with two differently oriented leaves, while the underlying first stem level slowly begins to
lignify. The supporting structure symbolises ‘qualitative’, inwardlooking, structural growth, which secures the reached material extent.
One begins to forget the cotyledons; these glide out of perception.
Finally, buds develop in a longer process. These open their petals and
bloom in a relatively short time to remain open for a long time. Thus,
during the entire growth, different phases take place in which different
functionalities of the whole organism are brought into focus.
This general paradigm of blossoming evolution – according to
which one discipline and one developmental aspect goes through a
latency period (flat beginning part of the curve), then a time of vigour
(steep middle part of the curve) and then another latency on another
level (flat end part of the curve) – can thus be an uncomplicated assumption. To open the path to interdisciplinary understanding, we
proceed: although different causal relationships would always be valid
and would have the character of a ‘correct partial truth’, in practice
they would not become quantitatively effective, because other effects
predominate in the respective development phases. Thus, the degree
of suitability of different views, hence academic disciplines and
worldviews for the description of overall reality, does change in the
course of development phases.
4. THINKING IN TRANSITIONS
In order to adequately understand new ways, let us think in terms of
transitions. More transitions than those described in Section 3.2 were
presented in the same style in Ahamer (2018). A helpful graphical
representation is to plot the rates of increase (in percent per year)
against the (traditional) measure of GDP/cap in order to become
graphically independent of historical time. The resulting data series
represent the structural development of each state in a time span.
4.1 The GCDB Method
As a general approach, the GCDB method (= a graphically oriented
trend analysis method based on the Global Change Data Base), which
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led to the discernment of the development dynamics of blossoming
evolution, is defined as follows:
(a) Production of a ‘red thread’, that is a main chain of action
through a complex field characterized by feedback as in Fig. 1;
(b) Representation of the arrows = processes as quotients that describe intensities; these are structural properties (and can conveniently
be applied, for example, as f(GDP/cap));
(c) Graphical representation of the rates of change (mathematically the first time derivative) of these structuring quotients also as f
(GDP/cap);
(d) Considering and interpreting such graphs as to whether the
rates of change in all states change evenly in a concerted manner
(= second time derivative or curvature);
(e) Transitions are shown graphically as a change in the sign of
the rate of change of the increase, i.e. (c) exceeds the zero line.
4.2 The Example of Energy Transition
The population transition that has already occurred, the land-use transition currently taking place, and the future assumed energy transfer
are three examples and occasions for testing this formalized approach.
These self-organizing dynamics probably govern the entire global energy problem! It is the energy transition (Fig. 4). The overall sign of
the entire feedback loop is often clearly negative, so self-impeding
feedback loops emerge, and thus saturation effects.
When viewing the global energy system, this saturating effect
would even be beneficial for the protection of the climate because it
accelerates pre-existing autopoietic (= self-directed) dynamic behaviour. Remark: To prevent policy-relevant misunderstandings, it should
be clearly stated that this ‘automatic’ reduction of specific energy
needs alone is far too low to reach climate protection goals!
In this endeavour of ‘thinking in transitions’, we already see that
the combined global goal of ‘lowering energy demand’ – albeit too
slowly – also corresponds to the trends of an ‘already occurring development.’
4.3 The Fundamental Forms of Trends
But which waveform does a trend basically have? Is it purely ‘geometrically growing’, hence always exponentially growing, or even
‘merely’ linearly growing? No, we live in a limited world! Therefore,
an increase ‘beyond limited measures’ in any material entity is impossible (only in structural or informational items such as ‘consciousness’
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or ‘quality’ – hence these magnitudes may still be open as a last resort
for growth).
For the discussion of trends, it is easier to consider the increases
(delta = the time derivative = the oblique arrows in Fig. 2) according
to the following table.
Level of
information signals
still no scarcity signal
is noticeable
already a scarcity
signal is noticeable

Level of the
resulting formula architecture

 delta x = constant .

Level of the
waveform of the temporal
evolution of the parameters
 exponential

x

 delta x = constant .

 saturated

x . (1 – x)

The result of a rate of increase determined by upper and lower
limits is a sigma curve.
It is ultimately the shortages within a system that control longterm developments of that system!
Sustainability concepts mean scarcity management and are thus
essentially an economy.
Fig. 2 actually conveys in a condensed, universally valid synopsis
of fundamental effects for a new ‘foundation of knowledge’. Actually,
any parameter can be considered limited in principle, whether it is
called earth population, global economic power or energy demand.
The temporal movement of a parameter towards its upper limit means
that its rate of increase slows down.
Such a dynamic structure is called ‘transition’ here.
4.4 Phase-Dependent Laws
However, in the different stages of growth, different laws obviously
also apply: growth-oriented worldviews at the beginning (left in Fig. 2)
and more saturation-orientated worldviews in the late phase (right in
Fig. 2). Thus, the ‘degrees of validity of description modes, that is,
theories’ are changing along evolutive developments – not by accident, but with an innate necessity.
When understanding this fundamental situation, how much greater the need for a discursive worldview!
Among other things, ecology supplies the ‘limits’ of growth
(symbolically the end sizes Z) and traditional economics supplies the
‘motives’ of growth (symbolically the starting values A).
It can be expected that at the end of a growth phase, ‘structures’
will form (e.g., institutions) similar to a plant stem lignified, in order
to ensure the growth success of the previous year in a sustainable
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manner. This process would expire during the flat part of the saturation curve.
Table 1
Schematic enumeration of diverse developmental
paradigms which also might represent diverse
(economic and developmental) ideologies
1. Ethically oriented globalisation concepts directed towards
cultural and political consensus
2. Positive views of global development, classical development theories, exponential or over-exponential growth theories
3. Critical views such as dependency theory
4. Catastrophic theories or analyses of crises
5. Cyclical theories including narrative approaches as variants
6. Saturation paradigms, logistics curves, abatement scenarios, and post-growth concepts
7. Combined paradigms, namely integrating Kondratieff's
cycles with on-going growth
8. Complexity paradigms in narrative or quantitative style,
for example, as ‘big history’ or macro-history and more.
 The concept of ‘blossoming evolution’ means that saturation curves describe a given theme. The mathematical function is not a wave function (sin, cos) but a (Gaussian or similar) saturation curve. Hence, the controlling derivative is not
the second but the first derivative, as in growth and decay
functions. Each single process reaches a natural limit of saturation and by doing so, it ultimately slips out of attention.
Another theme takes over the lead and represents a changed
structure of ‘(ethical) values’ by means of which the given
civilisation optimises its evolutionary performance.
Source: changed after Ahamer (2014a, 2019).

The variance of the mathematical and formulaic appearance of
above propositions for theories reflects the variance of understandings
of development as such.
5. THE TRANSITION OF GOALS AND MEANINGS
Now follows the very speculative overall view, which continues the
above consideration. The so-called ‘jumps of targets’ during ethical
and civilisational evolution can be seen as follows (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the fundamental shift of values along
techno-socio-economic evolution. As values are reached and fulfilled
(i.e., the corresponding measurement parameters saturate), the focus
shifts to the right and new parameters become the focus of optimisation
efforts (i.e., become new values, and thus optimisation goals)

The interpretation of Fig. 3 aims at illustrating that gradually, during techno-socioeconomic evolution (even if evolution is written in
form of quotients only), some system parameters are the focus of the
drive for optimisation. Within the same phase, other parameters may
be comparatively out of the focus of optimisation, and thus seem to
change comparatively less quickly. The focus of societal perception
therefore walks with the focus of optimising speed – in Fig. 3 from
left to right – and indeed moves from material flows to perception of
meaning and sense.
On the left in Fig. 3 there are parameters which are more subject
to the physical laws of matter conservation and therefore cannot grow
without limit (such as carbon mass, energy content and financial volumes). Further to the right, however, there are qualitative parameters
of information and meaning (and others are still likely to ‘emerge’ in
the future) that are not necessarily subject to such fundamental barriers but can grow without strict principal limits.
In the course of civilizational evolution, developments can be additionally identified which can be regarded as ‘target shifts’ or ‘target
leaps,’ namely the shift from collectively esteeming a given target as
valuable, precious and needed by a majority of a country's population.
Such we call target transitions. One example of a possible future social goal (after a dawning target transition) could be ‘increasing the
efficiency of economy's material activities for the quality of life.’ This
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agrees with the trend towards a ‘society of meaning’ (his German term
is ‘Sinngesellschaft’: Horx and Wippermann 1996: 184; Horx 1997:
57f, 107, 205, 2002: 259).
Taking the above diagnosis seriously, and when viewing the
mathematical structure of the formula in Fig. 3, namely as a series of
quotients, it becomes apparent that the values and paradigms are even
completely reversed as they go through their generic development
stages. The structural reason for this astonishing effect is that every
parameter appears both as counter and as denominator in subsequent
quotients in Fig. 3, and thereby undergoes two acts of optimisation:
first in the role of a denominator and second in the role of a counter.
Mathematically, it is quite clear that any such parameter is to be optimised in two opposite directions: historically earlier, it tends to grow
(while being counted as ‘desirable effect and result of a process’) and
historically later, it tends to fall (while being counted as ‘effort in
mastering a process’).
Thus, even opposite development goals are experienced and implemented by any parameter appearing in a formula of type Fig. 3.
Thus, parameter values (by necessity, not by coincidence) go through
a growth phase followed by a decrease phase, which mathematically
means that their change rate is first positive and then negative. Consequently, the change between these two phases should be detectable by
their change rate being around zero. All this does not occur as an exception and as an insignificant or incidental side effect, but as a principal effect of evolutionary structures to be expected in principle!
At the same time, the second derivative of a time series is understood as the parameter deflecting a trend from its usual continuation,
and is therefore seen as ‘value’ materialised and implemented by
a society.
In a nutshell, values in life (here understood to include the connotation of ethical values) are always context dependent. Having become
aware of this basic truth makes it much easier to conduct subjectbased discourses, based on having recognised in principle that any
‘truth’ (e.g., a political, ethical or social judgement of an individual) is
quite naturally dependent on the growth phase (of whatever compound
or subset of socio-economic evolution). Thus, the sigma curve-like
transitions become the icon of all life processes, including their attached or linked value systems.
At the same time, such an overarching paradigm offers a practical
way of understanding that human visions actually and realistically
determine real historic development (Lipton 2015), but humans are
not victims.
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6. COMPILATION OF PARADIGMS OF THE CONCEPT
OF BLOSSOMING EVOLUTION
The concept of blossoming evolution can have an integrative effect for
questions on the topic of ‘growth – environment – development’ and
also help to resolve the antagonism of the development-optimistic versus development-pessimistic concepts described above (Acemoglu
and Ventura 2002; Alesina and Rodrik 1994; Pritchett 1997), because
this systems-oriented and evolutionary worldview offers space for the
following deliberations:
1. There is room for the concept of the growth phase itself (within
one phase certain measures are useful, within another not) – without
falling into the trap of biologisms.
2. It offers scope for an uncomplicated opening of the purely
quantitative concept of growth to a qualitative concept of growth
(which develops organically through autopoietic structure formation).
3. In an uncomplicated manner, it conceptually provides for saturation effects and even allows these to be expected in principle.
4. It takes into account the natural limitations of all life and all
growth processes and can incorporate the ‘distances to the ecosystem's
capacity limits for taking a burden’ and thus, analogously, the ‘second
time derivative of the measured variable.’
5. It incorporates structure formation (structogenesis) into the vocabulary, and understands this as an effect of the areas of validity of
mathematical laws in which dependencies no longer grow mainly with
exponential functions. Structures are understood to be formed later
and as an intrinsic result of saturation states.
6. (Non)simultaneity effects are made understandable, because
developmental time (= the physical-historical time renormalised to
maturity levels of structure formation) is used as a key term instead of
astronomic time.
7. The terms ‘values’ and ‘value systems’ are defined anew,
which are related to the geometric curve curvature, that is the deflection of scenarios from their existing development direction.
8. It formally sees the ‘values’ as a (loose) correlate of the development process, which are established in the course of development
without having to be grafted from another world of understanding.
Ethics is thus simultaneously the result of the ‘material production
conditions’ and their causally formative power, entirely in the sense of
systems analysis, in which the ‘either-or character’ of cause or effect
is dissolved by a reciprocal structure of mutual causation.
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9. It is understandable that for successful growth, several (‘production’) factors must work together jointly – because the autopoietically generated structure-forming effects (stemming from the previous phase) must have already taken place.
10. This is opposed to blunt control optimism, because any human or political measure is based on the (however moving) fundament
of long-term trends which are taking place anyway.
11. Paradigm shift does not appear as an external effect occurring
miraculously, unpredictably and externally imposed, but as an autopoietically developing and internally necessary process that always
occurs in growth processes when the ‘curve's turning point’ (here =
the border between growth logic and saturation logic) is reached. The
saturation state after the turning point is coupled with structural
change; this term ‘change of inner structure’ is thus no longer a foreign
element in the building of understanding how systems evolve.
All in all, this text focuses on the embedding of developmental
‘measures’ in the already autopoietic evolutionary global dynamics.
As a diplomatic measure, such multi-paradigmatic understanding should
be trained via didactic sequences in the spirit of game play (Ahamer
2013a).
7. CONCLUSIONS
In order to overcome the widely felt inner unfamiliarity between the
way the world is understood in the natural sciences and in economics,
an introduction to the novel approach of blossoming evolution has been
given in this text. This approach contains thought patterns from both
worlds of understanding and is conceptually equidistant from both, so
that it is hoped that this new concept will be equally easy and equally
challenging to understand for representatives of both classical scientific traditions.
Differing and hence very divergent conceptions of development in
globally operating institutions and the resulting divergent recommendations for action represent a very concrete requirement in order to
conceptually facilitate the transition from one world view to another.
The ‘blossoming evolution’ paradigm allows the merging of divergent
paradigms because it adds the concept of phases, along which (seemingly stable) ‘ideological truths’ may change their efficacy in explaining actual historic global development. It can be expected that no
peaceful practical-political solutions to the questions of development
and climate protection will emerge unless the underlying worldviews
are first harmonised.
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Appendix
Appendix 1
A short summary of a detailed literature analysis
on ‘growth theories’
According to the statements of some one hundred publications on
economic development and economic performance, there are the following main influences. In other words, the below-mentioned items answer to
the question ‘How can we increase growth?’ – or ‘To reach the goal of
GDP, what would we have to do?’ The following answers are provided:
1. Increase international trade
1. Acemoglu / Ventura (2002): The world income distribution depends on the degree of openness to international trade and the extent of
specialisation
2. Ades / Glaeser (1999): Rising earnings in larger markets and
greater openness of the economy to trade
3. Estevadeordal et al. (2003): World Trade, as in the ‘First Globalization’ 1870–1914.
2. Increase international integration
1. Devereux / Lapham (1994): (international) economic integration
(increases and accelerates growth)
2. Rivera-Batiz / Romer (1991, 1994); Devereux / Lapham (1994):
economic integration
3. Invest in so-called ‘human capital’
1. Barro (1991, 2001): ‘human capital’ (described by school attendance
data) and political stability promote growth; mark distortions inhibit it
2. Mankiw et al. (1992): Solow's neoclassical standard model, to
which ‘human and physical capital’ are added as terms, explains growth
3. Nonneman / VanHoudt (1996): add further accumulation of knowhow
4. Stokey (1991): Human capital and product quality
5. Islam (1995), Rosenzweig (1990), Becker et al. (1990): Hypotheses on growth include school and education
4. Invest in research and development (R & D)
1. Jones / Williams (1998): R & D yields ‘social returns’
2. Grossman / Helpman (1994): Endogenous (self- proclaimed) innovation generates growth par excellence
5. Invest in technology
1. Basu / Weil (1998), suitable technologies generate growth
2. Young (1993): New technologies are both creative and destructive
of old economic structures
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3. Zeira (1998): New technologies are diffusing slowly, resulting in
higher equipment costs and lower labour costs
4. Romer (1990): ‘Endogenous Technological Change’ (endogenous
technological change)
6. Brings investments in physical capital
1. de Long anв Summers (1991): Investment in machinery
7. Build financial systems
1. King / Levine (1993): The financial systems bring about economic
growth through their services
8. Public policy
1. King / Rebelo (1990): Politics
2. Barro (1990): Government Spending
9. Promote a more even income distribution
1. Alesina / Rodrik (1994), Distribution Policy: Growth is associated
with a more even income distribution within a society (e.g. described by
the Gini coefficient)
10. Promote institutions and democracy
1. Mauro (1995): Absence of corruption, bureaucratic routine and the
efficiency of the judiciary promote growth
2. Temple / Johnson (1998): Social performance (measured by the
Adelman- Morris index) promotes growth
3. Huber et al. (1993): Economic development promotes democracy.
The well-known Konnex democracy => GDP is examined here the other
way around
4. Przeworsky / Limongi (1993); Bardhan (1993): Democratic political regimes favour economic growth
5. Scully (1988), institutional frameworks are essential
6. Ehrlich / Lui (1999), bureaucratic corruption hinders growth
7. See also the literature analysis of other authors, according to
which: Convergence is a ‘balance in motion’ and technological progress
is not everywhere equally ‘manna from heaven’
11. Endogenous growth is the sole explanation
1. Jones (1995) with time series analysis; King / Levine (1993); Pack
(1994): Inadequacies of the ‘endogenous growth theory’
2. Romer, P. (1994): Causes of Endogenous Growth
3. Bernanke / Gürkaynak (2001), Solow (1994): Perspectives of
Growth Theory
12. Often, in the search for answers, only mathematical models
are studied instead of verifiable reality:
1. Alesina / Rodrik (1994): Distribution Policy and Growth.
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Other important dependencies of GDP / cap:
13. Goes parallel with population as such:
1. Kremer (1993): High population means more potential innovators
2. Rosenzweig (1990): Population growth and human capital
3. Becker et al. (1990): Fertility and Growth
14. Goes in parallel with the distance to the civilisation centres:
1. Krugman / Venables (1995: 859): The effect of the distance from
the centre in a geographic core / periphery arrangement: the effect is twofold, depending on the globalisation phase. First: growth of the core at the
expense of the periphery, reversed in the final phase.
15. Goes parallel with forest / land cover:
1. Darwin et al. (1996): Land use and plant cover determine economic growth
2. Foster / Rosenzweig (2003): The increase in forest areas correlates
with GDP growth in open economies with a different sign compared to
closed economies
16. Is parallel with environmental impact / quality or just not or
just Kuznets curves-like (the application of the U-shaped ‘Environmental Kuznets Curve’ EKC content remains controversial)
1. Grossman / Krueger (1995): The environmental quality (air, water,
etc.) shows deterioration in the initial phase, followed by a period of improvement
2. Hart (2002: 253): Growth, environment and culture; Cole (2003):
Trade, Emission, EKC
3. Islam et al. (2003): Growth and sustainability: new term ‘sustainomics’
17. Diversification of risk
1. Acemoglu / Zilibotti (1997): Market imperfections such as risk or
diversification
18. (Merely) cyclical effects
1. Romer, Ch. (1991): describes cyclically behaving production series
2. West (1990), Sources of Fluctuations in GDP
3. Zarnowitz (1985, 1999), de Long (1999): regular historical economic cycles
19. The crucial question: ‘Is there convergence or divergence?’
(comes to different conclusions as expected):
1. Hedenus / Azar (2005): Global Unequal Distribution of Income
and Resources.
2. Pritchett (1997): Divergence is Reality
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3. Jones (1997): Data on global income distribution point to divergence rather than convergence
4. Barro / Sala-i-Martin (1992): Convergence applies to the US states
20. Complete illustrations and theoretical justifications provide:
1. Jones (1995): Time series 1860–1990 serve as a test for models of
endogenous growth and result in stable growth rates for the USA, for example
2. Morse (2003): The deterministic genetic hypothesis is an explanatory method for economic development (to be simplified)
3. Ehrlich (1990): A review and a conference as an introduction to
the problem of development
21. Good overviews:
Islam (1995):
1. provide overall high-quality reflection and rare mature descriptions
of the current research process regarding growth theories
2. perform a ‘panel data’ method by (methodologically compatible
with the GCDB method)
3. distinguish the term ‘convergence’ in terms of level or growth rate
(p. 1129)
4. call for more activism in politics (p. 1128).
22. Islam (1998): very good six-stage representation of the model
concepts!
23. The basic question ‘Is growth ever needed?’
1. Ayres (1996): Limits of the growth paradigm: Economic growth
(as conventionally measured) is not and has never been the most important contribution to increasing human welfare
24. An evolutionary approach takes:
1. Rammel / Bergh (2003): Evolutionary Economics
2. see also the first ‘Schumpeter Symposium’ in Graz with a summary of the approach of the evolutionary economy
25. The case study Africa considers:
1. Collier / Gunning (1999): The question ‘Why did Africa grow so
slowly?’ has several dimensions: are the reasons to be found in politics or
fate? Are they domestic or external?
The above description is intended to open the view on the richness of
detail of previous occupations with ‘growth,’ in the course of which a
quantitative description of many aspects has been attempted. However,
most of the time the impression of incomplete conception remains, namely that only one or very few sub-mechanisms of the entire topic are perceived.
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Appendix 2
The energy demand as diagnosed by the GCDB
It is the objective of the GCDB to provide bundles of time series over
several decades for every country. Fig. 4 shows the example of energy
demand per inhabitant for citizens of every state separately and Fig. 5
analogously the per capita energy demand. In order to provide a visible
data structure, the GCDB renormalizes data from the time axis to the axis
of economic development GDP/cap).

Fig. 4. Development of the annual growth rate of absolute final energy
demand in Petajoule PJ (E final = Ef) as a function of the economic level
measured as GDP/cap. This measure apparently decreases during
techno-socio-economic evolution. Hence, final energy demand
seems to steer into saturation worldwide
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Fig. 5. Representation of the final energy demand per capita (Ef / cap)
as a function of (GDP/cap) that tends towards saturation
in countries with the highest GDP/cap.
In the insert only the red trend lines are visible

